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Bayesian hierarchical spatio-temporal
smoothing for very large datasets†

Matthias Katzfussa* and Noel Cressieb

Spatio-temporal statistics is prone to the curse of dimensionality: one manifestation of this is inversion of the data–
covariance matrix, which is not in general feasible for very-large-to-massive datasets, such as those observed by satellite
instruments. This becomes even more of a problem in fully Bayesian statistical models, where the inversion typically has
to be carried out many times in Markov chain Monte Carlo samplers. Here, we propose a Bayesian hierarchical spatio-
temporal random effects (STRE) model that offers fast computation: Dimension reduction is achieved by projecting the
process onto a basis-function space of low, fixed dimension, and the temporal evolution is modeled using a dynamical
autoregressive model in time. We develop a multiresolutional prior for the propagator matrix that allows for unknown
(random) sparsity and shrinkage, and we describe how sampling from the posterior distribution can be achieved in a
feasible way, even if this matrix is very large. Finally, we compare inference based on our fully Bayesian STRE model
with that based on an empirical-Bayesian STRE-model approach, where parameters are estimated via an expectation-
maximization algorithm. The comparison is carried out in a simulation study and on a real-world dataset of global satellite
CO2 measurements. Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Keywords: Bayesian hierarchical modelling; massive datasets; dimension reduction; varying model dimension; global CO2;
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1. INTRODUCTION
This article is concerned with spatio-temporal smoothing of very-large-to-massive datasets. The increase in the amount of data being col-
lected has provided statisticians in all disciplines with the challenge of how to cope with the new wealth of data, but it is particularly
challenging for spatial and spatio-temporal statistics. Spatial statistical analyses, such as Kriging and maximum likelihood estimation, typi-
cally require solving systems of linear equations involving the covariance matrix of the data vector, which quickly becomes infeasible as the
size of the dataset increases. For simplicity, we refer to solving these equations as ‘inversion’ of the data vector’s covariance matrix because
the computational complexity of the two operations is essentially the same. Computational infeasibility becomes more of a problem when
data are also collected over time, which makes for even larger datasets. Because of these special computational challenges for spatial and
spatio-temporal statistical analyses, in this article, we take the term ‘very large dataset’ to mean a dataset size that is on the order of 104 to
106 observations. Massive datasets are orders of magnitude beyond this.

Here, we develop statistical inference that does not break down as the size of the (spatio-temporal) dataset increases, by working on a
reduced-dimensional space. We model the process as a random linear combination of spatial basis functions plus a spatially heterogeneous
fine-scale-variation term. Instead of describing the dependence in the data using a spatio-temporal covariance function, we make use of a
vector-autoregressive dynamical model for the coefficients of the basis functions. Thus, the temporal dependence in the data is explained
by specifying the temporal evolution of a reduced-dimensional spatial process given its past state. This so-called spatio-temporal random
effects (STRE) model contains unknown parameters.

We operate in a fully Bayesian (FB) framework, and thus we specify prior distributions for all parameters, where some are calibrated
according to the variability in the data. Bayesian inference has a number of advantages: not only does it allow for correct assessment of
prediction variability but it also results in a phenomenon called shrinkage, which can be very helpful in situations with high-dimensional
parameter spaces. However, computational feasibility is crucial in FB inference, as inferences often rely on computationally intensive Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations from the posterior distribution. In this article, we propose a prior that induces sparsity and shrink-
age on the first-order autoregressive parameters describing the temporal evolution of the basis-function coefficients, and we describe how
MCMC sampling can be achieved in a computationally feasible way.

Examples of large spatio-temporal datasets are readily available from measurements made by earth-observing satellites. These datasets
provide a distinct set of statistical challenges: Despite the large size of daily datasets, the observations can still be sparse relative to the spatial
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domain of interest (often the entire globe). This requires the statistical analyst to take full advantage of spatial and temporal correlations in
the true process, to fill spatial gaps. However, no process on the globe will satisfy the stationarity assumptions that are typically made in
traditional spatial statistics. The STRE model proposed in this article accounts for these issues, and it can also easily handle remote-sensing
measurements with areal footprints and the resulting change-of-support issues. We apply the STRE model to a dataset of global satellite CO2
measurements: from a fixed window of daily measurements obtained from the Atmospheric InfraRed Sounder (AIRS) on the Aqua satellite,
we give a sequence of complete daily maps of global CO2 fields during this window, together with maps of their associated prediction
standard errors.

An extensive review of the literature on dynamical spatio-temporal models in a hierarchical statistical framework can be found in Cresie
and Wikle (2011, Chap. 7). We highlight portions of the literature that are especially relevant to our work. First, the large literature on
state-space modelling can be seen as part of the hierarchical-statistical-modelling literature by noting that the measurement equation can be
viewed as the data model, and the state equation can be viewed as the process model. Consequently, the STRE model referred to earlier is
the state equation in a state-space model for time series (Hamilton, 1994, Chap. 13). Shumway and Stoffer (2006, Chap. 6) gave an overview
of various types of state-space implementations from a general time-series perspective.

An integral part of any state-space model is the observation matrix (e.g., Shumway and Stoffer, 2006, p. 325), which maps the state
variables on the reduced dimension to the process or observations at the original or physical dimension. If a state-space model is applied in
a spatio-temporal context, the observation matrix typically consists of known spatial basis functions (e.g., Smith et al., 1996; Kaplan et al.,
1998). Here, we propose methodology that allows for the use of any type of (orthogonal or non-orthogonal) spatial basis functions, and we
choose bisquare functions for illustration in Sections 3 and 4. Other possible choices for the basis functions include empirical orthogonal
functions (e.g., Aubry et al., 1993) and wavelets (e.g., Nychka et al., 2002), but both of these basis-function types are most useful for gridded
data. Overviews of possible sets of basis functions in spatial and spatio-temporal applications are given in Antoulas (2005) and Wikle (2010).
Alternatively, the observation matrix can be obtained by discretizing a process-convolution model (Higdon, 1998). For the basis-function
approach using positive integrable functions (e.g., bisquare functions found in Cressie and Johannesson, 2008), the two approaches are simi-
lar because the basis functions can be interpreted as smoothing kernels. Instead of assuming a known observation matrix, Lopes et al. (2008)
placed a (strong) prior on it.

Another important component of a state-space model is the form of the temporal evolution of the state variables, for which many param-
eterizations are possible. We assume here that the evolution is linear and first-order Markov, and therefore, the evolution is determined by a
single propagator matrix. (For a more general science-based approach to the specification of the temporal evolution, see Wikle and Hooten,
2010.) This allows for Kalman-filter-type inference on the state variables (Kalman, 1960). Sparse parameterizations can be achieved by
assuming that the propagator matrix is the identity (which corresponds to a random walk; see, e.g., Stroud et al., 2001) or diagonal (which
corresponds to separable autoregressive models; see, e.g., Lopes et al., 2008). Less restrictive parameterizations that still depend on only a
small number of parameters can be achieved by deriving the propagator matrix from a discretization of partial differential equations (e.g.,
Wikle, 2003; Cangelosi and Hooten, 2009; Stroud et al., 2010) or integro-difference equations (e.g., Kot et al., 1996; Wikle and Cressie,
1999; Xu et al., 2005; Dewar et al., 2009). If the dimension of the state space is sufficiently low, it is also possible to include more general
lagged-nearest-neighbor models (Wikle et al., 1998), or it might even be possible to leave the propagator matrix completely general. In this
article, we take the latter approach, albeit on the reduced-dimensional space. Our formulation is based on Kalman smoothing, not filtering,
and it is feasible even if the number of basis functions is moderately large. This is achieved by inducing random shrinkage and sparsity
through a multiresolutional prior (which results in a ‘soft’ lagged-nearest-neighbor approach) inspired by the Minnesota prior in the time-
series literature (Litterman, 1986; George et al., 2008). The Minnesota prior shrinks the autoregressive coefficients toward a random-walk
model, a feature that is also present in our prior model. We also develop a fast posterior-sampling scheme based on conditional simulation
used in spatial statistics (e.g., Cressie, 1993, Sec. 3.6.2).

The methodology proposed in this paper is specifically designed to scale up to very large or massive datasets. Early examples of dimen-
sion reduction using basis functions in state-space models applied to large spatio-temporal datasets can be found in Mardia et al. (1998),
Wikle and Cressie (1999), and Wikle et al. (2001). Other approaches to statistical analysis of very large spatio-temporal datasets include
multi-resolutional tree-structured models (Johannesson et al., 2007) and predictive-process models (discussed briefly in the spatio-temporal
setting by Banerjee et al., 2008); in the latter case, the kriging equations are approximated by replacing the data locations with a smaller
number of knots. In the process-convolution framework, the temporal evolution can either be modeled using a spatio-temporal smoothing
kernel (e.g., Higdon, 2002) or a dynamical model for the state variables (e.g., Calder et al., 2002).

The specific dynamical spatio-temporal state-space model used in this article is a reduced-rank model called the STRE model (referred
to earlier). This approach was proposed by Cressie et al. (2010), who were motivated by the spatial-only fixed-rank model of Cressie and
Johannesson (2006, 2008). Aside from a strong focus on computational scalability and no requirement for orthogonality of the basis func-
tions, this framework has the added feature of incorporating a fine-scale-variation component (Wikle and Cressie, 1999; Wikle et al., 2001;
Cressie and Johannesson, 2008; Jun and Stein, 2008; Kang et al., 2009; Cressie and Kang, 2010). In this article, we generalize the distri-
butional assumptions on this component to allow for spatially heterogeneous variances using a suggestion made by Katzfuss and Cressie
(2011). In recent articles, estimation of the STRE-model parameters has relied on method-of-moments estimation (Kang et al., 2010) and
expectation-maximization (EM) estimation (Katzfuss and Cressie, 2011); the models are hierarchical, but not FB. In the spatial-only setting,
Kang and Cressie (2011) give FB inference for the spatial-random-effects model and its parameters. In the spatio-temporal setting of this
article, we propose a multiresolutional sparsity-inducing and shrinkage-inducing prior for the propagator matrix of the basis-function coeffi-
cients. Together with priors on the other model parameters, this allows us to carry out FB inference for the STRE model and its parameters,
in the context of spatio-temporal smoothing.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the methodology: We describe the STRE model, explain the prior dis-
tributions assumed for the parameters, and give an overview on how to sample from the posterior distribution in a computationally efficient
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way. We then compare our methodology with an empirical-Bayesian, STRE-model approach that uses the EM algorithm for estimating
parameters. We make the comparison in a simulation study (Section 3) and in an application to a dataset of global CO2 measurements
(Section 4). Discussion and conclusions are given in Section 5. The Appendix‡ (not part of the article but included as supplementary
material) contains details on the posterior inference and the MCMC algorithm upon which it is based.

2. BAYESIAN SPATIO-TEMPORAL SMOOTHING
2.1. The spatio-temporal random-effects model

We are interested in a spatio-temporal process fYt .s/ W s 2 Ds ; t 2 1; 2; : : :g on a continuous spatial domain Ds and at discrete time points
f1; 2; : : :g. As is often done in spatial statistics, we assume that the process Yt .�/ can be decomposed as follows,

Yt .s/D �t .s/C �t .s/; s 2Ds ; t D 1; 2; : : : ; (1)

where �t .�/ is large-scale trend, and �t .�/ accounts for spatial (and here, temporal) correlation. In what follows, we assume that �t .�/ WD
xt .�/0ˇt , which is a linear combination of p known covariates, xt;1.�/; : : : ; xt;p.�/

Although our interest is in inference on Yt .�/, we cannot observe it perfectly. Our measurements are affected by (additive) measurement
error and cannot be taken at every .s; t / 2Ds�f1; 2; : : :g. Our focus in this article is on smoothing, namely after collecting the n1C : : :CnT
measurements,

Zt .si;t /D Yt .si;t /C �t .si;t /; i D 1; : : : ; nt ; t D 1; : : : ; T;

we are interested in predicting the unknown quantity Yt .s/ at every s 2Ds and for all time points t D 1; : : : ; T .
We assume that the measurement-error process, �t .�/, is distributed as,

�t .�/�N.0; �
2
�;tv�;t .�//; t D 1; 2; : : : ;

independent of Yt .�/, and independent in time and space. For identifiability reasons, both the measurement-error variance �2�;t and the func-
tion v�;t .�/ > 0 will be assumed known for the remainder of this article. Whereas it is common that v�;t .�/ is known (e.g., v�;t .�/ � 1),
there may be no information on �2�;t ; in this case, �2�;t can be estimated from the data via an estimation technique based on extrapolating the

variogram (Kang et al., 2009). If prior instrument-calibration experiments have been carried out, �2�;t may in fact be known as well.
To exploit the spatio-temporal correlation in Yt .�/, we now specify a covariance function for the measurements and use this to form

the covariance matrix, †, of the vector of all measurements, Z1WT WD ŒZ01; : : : ;Z
0
T
�0, where Zt WD ŒZt .s1;t /; : : : ; Zt .snt ;t /�

0. Let

nC WD
PT
tD1 nt denote the total number of observations taken at all time points combined. Now, statistical inference typically requires

inversion of the nC � nC matrix †, possibly repeatedly so at successive iterations of an estimation procedure. Because the inversion of a
general nC � nC matrix requires on the order of n3C computations, this is infeasible for the very large spatio-temporal datasets of interest
here, where fnt g (and possibly also T ) are very large.

To achieve both computational feasibility and a flexible nonstationary model, we assume an STRE model (Cressie et al., 2010) for the
component �t .�/ in (1):

�t .s/D bt .s/0�t C ıt .s/; s 2Ds ; t D 1; 2; : : : ; (2)

where bt .�/ WD Œbt;1.�/; : : : ; bt;rt .�/�
0 is an rt -dimensional vector of known spatial basis functions; �t is a random coefficient vector of length

rt ; and the fine-scale variation,

ıt .�/�N.0; �
2
ı;tvı;t .�//; (3)

is a priori independent of f�t g and independent in time and space. The basis functions in bt .�/ do not have to be orthogonal. However, it
is recommended that they be of different spatial resolutions 1; : : : ; C , which can capture different scales of spatial variation (Cressie and
Johannesson, 2008). The fine-scale variation, fıt .�/ W t D 1; 2; : : :g, can be viewed as an attempt to account for the error introduced by the
dimension reduction. The temporal evolution of fYt .�/g is determined by a vector-autoregressive (VAR) model for f�t W t D 0; 1; : : : ; T g:

�t j�t�1 �Nrt .Ht�t�1; Ut /; t D 1; : : : ; T; (4)

with initial state �0 � Nr0.0; K0/. The rt � rt�1 matrix Ht and the rt � rt matrix Ut will be referred to as the propagator matrix and the
innovation covariance matrix, respectively.

Although models (2) and (4) have been introduced with much generality, in this article we assume henceforth that bt .�/ � b.�/, rt � r ,
�2
ı;t
� �2

ı
, vı;t .�/ � vı .�/, Ht � H , and Ut � U , during the period f0; : : : ; T g. Strictly speaking, this is not needed in an FB framework;

however, assumptions of this sort allow practical identifiability and result in well mixed MCMC samples from the posterior distribution.
As the number of basis functions r is much smaller than the sample sizes fnt g, assumption (2) results in dimension reduction because

the computational complexity for processing the measurements taken at time point t is reduced to O.nt r3/ from O.n3t /; see Cressie et al.

‡Supplementary material may be found in the online version of this article.
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(2010). Additionally, the VAR model (4) is a state-space model that allows for sequential (in time) processing of data observed at subse-
quent time points via Kalman-filter-type and Kalman-smoother-type algorithms. This ensures that the computational cost of inference on the
process components f�t g and fıt .s/g (given the unknown parameters) for all observed time points t D 1; : : : ; T is still linear in nC; that is,
inference for our model can scale up to very-large-to-massive datasets.

In summary, we have introduced the data model,

Zt D Yt C �t ; t D 1; : : : ; T; (5)

where, based on the STRE model, we can write,

Yt DXtˇt CBt�t C ıt ; t D 1; : : : ; T: (6)

Together, (4) and (6) specify a process model for fYt g. In (5) and (6), we have stacked scalars into vectors and row vectors into matrices
such that, for example, the i th row of the nt � r matrix Bt is given by b.si;t /0. The corresponding covariance matrices are Kt WD var.�t /,
t D 1; : : : ; T , and

Dt WD var.ıt C �t /D �
2
ı Vı;t C �

2
�;tV�;t ; t D 1; : : : ; T;

which is a diagonal matrix with Vı;t WD diag.vı .s1;t /; : : : ; vı .snt ;t // and V�;t WD diag.v�.s1;t /; : : : ; v�.snt ;t //.
The process model is not fully specified yet. We often want to predict Yt .s/ at a set of spatial locations that is different from the measure-

ment locations. Here, we assume (without loss of generality) that the set of prediction locations at time t is a superset of the measurement
locations observed at time t , so that we can write Yt D MtYPt , t D 1; : : : ; T , where YPt is the process vector of all mt > nt prediction
locations for time t . This is achieved by allowing the observation locations to be included in the set of all prediction locations. We assume
that there are no duplicate measurements, and hence Mt is an nt �mt incidence matrix of 0s except for one 1 in each row. In practice, the
set of prediction locations has often been a fine grid over the spatial domain of interest, resulting in mt � m, where the data locations are
moved to their nearest respective grid cells.

We use a superscript P (as in ‘prediction’) when a vector or matrix has been obtained by evaluating appropriate processes at all prediction
locations, so that the process model is,

YPt DX
P
t ˇt CB

P
t �t C ı

P
t ; t D 1; : : : ; T; (7)

where f�t g satisfies (4). This implies that Xt D MtX
P
t , Bt D MtB

P
t , and ıt D Mtı

P
t . The diagonal matrix var.ıPt / DW �

2
ı
V P
ı;t

is an
mt �mt matrix, where V P

ı;t
will be modeled succeedingly.

2.2. Prior distributions

Until now, we have implicitly assumed a known vector of process-model parameters �P , which contains the trend coefficients fˇt W t D
1; : : : ; T g, the fine-scale-variation variance �2

ı
, (the parameters in) the function vı .�/, and the elements defining the matrices that describe

the VAR process,K0,H , and U . Of course, �P will rarely be known in practice. We could take an empirical-Bayesian approach to inference,
in which we estimate the parameters either via a method-of-moments technique (Wikle and Cressie, 1999; Kang et al., 2010) or via the EM
algorithm (Xu and Wikle, 2007; Fassò and Cameletti, 2009; Katzfuss and Cressie, 2011). Instead, in this article, we take a Bayesian approach
and specify prior distributions for all unknown parameters (e.g., Wikle et al., 1998). This results in a parameter model, which, together with
the data model (5) and the process model (7) given earlier, leads to posterior inference via Bayes’ theorem. Recall that our goal is smoothing;
inference is implemented using MCMC simulations described in Section 2.4 and the Appendix.

All parameters in �P are assumed to be a priori independent, unless specifically stated otherwise. For the parameters fˇt g and �2
ı

, we
assume virtually noninformative priors (see Appendix for details). The prior distributions for the covariance matrices K0 and U are each
taken to be a multiresolutional Givens-angle prior (Kang and Cressie, 2011). As this prior distribution has been considered in detail in
previous work, we only give a brief review in the Appendix.

The function vı .�/ determines the form of the heterogeneity of the fine-scale-variation variance in (3), namely var.ı.�/j�2
ı
; vı .�// D

�2
ı
vı .�/. Following a suggestion made by Katzfuss and Cressie (2011), we assume a stochastic volatility model of the form,

vı .�/ WD expfbı .�/
0�ıg; (8)

where bı .�/ is a known vector of rı basis functions and, for example, could be a subvector of b.�/. The prior distribution on vı .�/ is induced
by �ı � Nrı .0; �

2
�ı
Irı /, where �2�ı is a known hyperparameter. This model allows for flexible estimation of the heterogeneity (in space),

in that vı .s/ can multiplicatively modify the overall fine-scale-variation variance, �2
ı

, at any location s 2 Ds . The exponential function in
(8) ensures that the resulting variance of ı.�/ is positive, and the prior mean, E.�ı / D 0, allows shrinkage of the resulting variance of ı.�/
toward the overall variance parameter, �2

ı
, at any point in space. By modelling the function (on the log-scale) as a linear combination of basis

functions, we ensure fast computation even when the function has to be evaluated at a large number of observed or prediction locations. The
hyperparameter �2�ı can be chosen in accordance with prior beliefs on how different the fine-scale variation is expected to be in different
parts of the spatial domain of interest. Consider the variance ratio R WD var.ı.s1//=var.ı.s2//D vı .s1/=vı .s2/, where s1 and s2 are chosen
to be locations at the centres of two distant (normalized) basis functions, so that .bı .s1/�bı .s2//

0.bı .s1/�bı .s2//� 2. This implies that,
approximately, expfRg �N.0; 2�2�ı /. When 1=2 and 2 are chosen as the lower and upper endpoints, respectively, of a 95% credible interval

for R, this results in a value of �2�ı � 0:25
2 for the hyperparameter.
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2.3. The prior on the propagator matrixH

Let us now turn to the prior assumptions for the propagator matrixH . We first develop a two-stage prior that ensures that the full conditional
distribution of h WD vec.H 0/ is available in closed form (see Appendix), and then we give some insight into the ramifications of this prior
specification. To motivate our prior on H , note that the impact of H on the temporal evolution of the process is plainly obvious from,

E.�t;i jhi ;�t�1/D h0i�t�1 D
Pr
jD1 hij �t�1;j ; t D 1; 2; : : : ;

where h0i denotes the i th row ofH . Thus, hij describes the autoregressive effect of �t�1;j on �t;i ; intuitively, we want this effect to diminish
as the (physical) distance between the j th basis function and the i th basis function increases. This intuition is complicated by the fact that
we want the basis functions in b.�/ to be made up of C (say) resolutions. We can write H (after appropriate ordering) as a block matrix,

(9)

where the blockHkl contains the elements ofH that describe how the basis-function coefficients of resolution k at time point t are affected
by the basis-function coefficients of resolution l at the previous time point t � 1.

In light of this role that the elements ofH play on the temporal evolution of the process, we assume that the .i; j /th element ofH has the
(conditional) prior distribution,

hij j�H
ind
� N.�ci I.i D j /; �

2
ci ;cj

g.dij I˛ci ;cj ; 	ci ;cj /
2/; i D 1; : : : ; r; j D 1; : : : ; r; (10)

where ci denotes the resolution to which the i th basis function belongs; the quantity dij 2 Œ0; 1�, with maxfdij g D 1, is the normalized
distance between the centres of the i th and the j th basis functions; �H is a vector of parameters describing the prior distribution of H that
consists of f�k W k D 1; : : : ; C g, f�

2
kl
W k; l D 1; : : : ; C g, f˛kl W k; l D 1; : : : ; C g, and f	kl W k; l D 1; : : : ; C g; and

g.d I˛; 	/ WD

(
1� .d=˛/exp.�/; d 6 ˛
0; d > ˛

(11)

is a function of normalized distance with (random) range parameter ˛ 2 Œ0; 1� and (random) shape parameter 	 2 R (see the left panel of
Figure 1; more details are given later in this subsection). Note that, to include the case ˛ D 0, we define 0=0D 0 in (11).

At the second level of the prior distribution on H , we assume that all parameters in �H are independently distributed according to,

�k
ind
� N.1; �2�;k/; k D 1; : : : ; C;

�2kl
ind
� IG.a�;kl ; b�;kl /; k; l D 1; : : : ; C;

˛kl
iid
� U.0; 1/; k; l D 1; : : : ; C;

	kl
iid
� N.�� ; �

2
� /; k; l D 1; : : : ; C;

(12)
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Figure 1. Left panel: The function g. � I˛; �/ for ˛D 0:8 and � D 0 (solid line), � D�1 (dashed), and � D 1 (dotted). Right Panel: The functionp
E.g. � I˛kl ; �kl /2/ describes the shrinkage (on the standard-deviation scale) induced by the prior on H as a function of the basis-function distance;

see (14).
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where are all parameters specifying these distributions are fixed, as follows: First, the choice of E.�k/D 1 is based on our desire to centre
the noninformative prior of H at the identity matrix, which is a random-walk model. Second, the parameters f	kl g determine the shape of
(11) on the interval .0; ˛kl /. A natural centering for these parameters is �� D 0, as g. � I˛; 	D0/ is a straight line from the point .0; 1/ to
.˛; 0/. To find a good value for �2� , consider that square-root distances, absolute distances, and squared distances are often used in practice.
To ensure that these values are contained in an a priori 95% credible interval for the exponent of the distance d in the function (11), we set
�2� D 0:5

2, so that the endpoints of the credible interval are given by 1=e � 0:37 and e � 2:72 (see the dashed and dotted lines in the left

panel of Figure 1). Finally, the remaining parameters f�2
�;k
g, fa�;kl g, and fb�;kl g are calibrated to the data through an initial point estimate

of H , such as the EM estimate (see Appendix for details).
We shall now interpret the prior assumptions on H made earlier, and discuss their ramifications. As noted earlier, the prior distribution

for H implies that the temporal evolution of f�t g is a priori centred on the random walk, E.H/ D E.E.H jf�kg// D Ir , because of the
assumption that E.�k/ D 1, k D 1; : : : ; C , in (12). In light of this, it should be noted that our prior for H can be considered a noninfor-
mative prior. It only uses information on where the basis functions are located in the spatial domain, Ds , and to which resolutions the basis
functions belong. The prior is ideally suited for applications in which no prior information about the temporal evolution of the process is
available, or in situations where the goal is to validate or check existing scientific models about the temporal evolution of the process from
a complete map of predictions derived from data. Our prior mean meets the constant-mean and mass-balance requirements for propagator
matrices formulated in Gelpke and Künsch (2001).

Integrating over the parameter f�kl g, we have,

hij j�ci ; ˛ci ;cj ; 	ci ;cj � t2a�;ci cj

 
�ci I.i D j /;

b�;cicj

a�;cicj � 1
g.dij I˛ci ;cj 	ci ;cj /

2

!
; (13)

where t�.�; �2/ denotes a generalized t -distribution with � degrees of freedom, location parameter �, and scale parameter � (Bishop, 2006,
Sec. 2.3.7).

The off-diagonal elements of H are shrunk towards zero (or even set equal to zero), depending on the distance and the resolutions of the
corresponding basis functions. The marginal variance of hij is,

var.hij /D varE.hij j�H /CE var.hij j�H /D �
2
�;ci

I.i D j /C
b�;cicj

a�;cicj � 1
E
�
g.dij I˛ci ;cj ; 	ci ;cj /

2
�
; (14)

where the square root of the expectation on the right-hand side (i.e., on the standard-deviation scale) is shown in the right panel of Figure 1.
Thus, the prior variance of hij is monotone decreasing as a function of dij .

The prior distributions on the parameters f˛kl g and f	kl g can be interpreted as controlling the sparsity and the shrinkage on the elements
of H , respectively. The range parameters f˛kl g induce sparsity in H in that, assuming a uniform prior on ˛ci ;cj ,

P.hij D 0/D P.g.dij I˛ci ;cj ; 	ci ;cj /D 0/D P.˛ci ;cj 6 dij /D dij :

Hence, it becomes more and more likely that hij is zero with increasing distance between the centres of basis functions i and j . That
is, we are essentially specifying the (random) dimension of the parameter space by generating f˛kl g. Other choices than a uniform dis-
tribution for the priors of f˛kl g are possible and can result in interesting dynamical structure for the model. For example, if the priors on
f˛kl g are all point masses at zero, then g.d I 0; 	/ D I.d D 0/, which results in a diagonal H with parameter �k down the diagonal of
Hkk , k D 1; : : : ; C . Even this simple multiresolutional H induces complex spatio-temporal dependence, since cov.�tC1;�t / D HKt has
non-trivial, nonstationary cross-dependence.

Given f�kl g and f˛kl g, the parameters f	kl g control the amount of shrinkage of the nonzero elements of H as a function of the basis-
function distances. If the parameter 	kl is nonnegative, then conditional on ˛kl , the function gkl .�/ is concave on the interval .0; 	kl /; for
nonpositive 	kl , the function is convex on the interval (see the left panel of Figure 1). Therefore, very large values for f	kl g make for little
shrinkage (up to distances smaller than f˛kl g).

Lastly, the marginal covariance between two elements, hi1;j1 and hi2;j2 , of H , after integrating out the prior distributions on �H given
by (12), is,

cov.hi1;j1 ; hi2;j2/D fvar.hi1;j1 C hi2;j2/� var.hi1;j1/� var.hi2;j2/g=2D �
2
�;kI.i1 D j1/I.i2 D j2/I.ci1 D ci2 D k/:

This means that the only a priori nonzero correlations between elements of H are those where both are diagonal elements within the same
resolution. However, as mentioned earlier, all elements within each block Hkl are a priori statistically dependent, for k; l D 1; : : : ; C .

Note that our prior for H makes use of distances between basis functions. This distance is quite intuitive if the basis functions have a
clear ‘centre’ (e.g., bisquare functions). For other basis functions, one could use the ‘centre of energy’ (e.g., Wickerhauser, 1994, p. 164),
defined as

R
s b.s/2ds=

R
b.s/2ds for a continuous basis function b.�/. However, this centre of energy might not be easily interpretable for

basis functions with non-compact support (e.g., Fourier functions or empirical orthogonal functions), and so our prior for H might not be
generally applicable for those functions (unless ˛kl � 0 for all k; l D 1; : : : ; C , in which case H is diagonal).

Because H refers to a reduced-dimensional space, it might seem unnecessary to look for sparsity in the r � r matrix H . However, the
number of basis functions r , can be moderately large, and it is usually larger than T (e.g., in Section 4, we have r D 380 and T D 16).
This may result in practical nonidentifiability, for which regularization (here, sparsity and shrinkage) would be needed (see Appendix for
more details).
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2.4. Markov chain Monte Carlo inference

For a set of generic vectors fxt g, define xt1Wt2 WD Œx0t1 ; : : : ; x
0
t2
�0. Recall that our goal in this spatio-temporal context is smoothing, not

filtering. After having observed data Z1WT D z1WT , FB inference is based on the posterior distribution of YP
1WT

(i.e., that of �1WT and ıP1WT )
and the unknown parameters, given the data. Unfortunately, this posterior distribution is not available in closed form. Instead, we sample
from the posterior distribution via MCMC simulation. As the methodology developed in this article is intended to be used on very large (or
even massive) datasets, computational feasibility and speed are of great concern. We employ a Gibbs sampler (Geman and Geman, 1984)
with some Metropolis–Hastings (Metropolis et al., 1953; Hastings, 1970) updates where necessary. In this section, we give an overview of
the techniques used to sample the unknowns in the MCMC; details are given in the Appendix.

First, consider the basis-function coefficients �0WT . Owing to their strong temporal dependence, it is not advised to update each �t individ-
ually, which would result in slow convergence of the MCMC. Instead, we update the entire vector �0WT at once, jointly with ˇ1WT and ıP1WT ,
by modifying a technique called the forward-filtering, backward-sampling algorithm (Carter and Kohn, 1994; Frühwirth-Schnatter, 1994).
The number of operations required for this algorithm is linear in each nt for each iteration of the MCMC, which is essential to scalability of
the algorithm as a whole.

Updating the propagator matrix H (or, equivalently, h WD vec.H 0/) and its random hyperparameters poses its own challenges. As h is an
r2-dimensional vector, direct sampling becomes impossible when r , the number of basis functions, is moderately large. To avoid this, we
employ a technique similar to conditional simulation used in geostatistics (for details on spatial conditional simulation, see, e.g., Cressie,
1993, Sec. 3.6.2). Considering the hyperparameters f˛kl g, which control the sparsity of H , we notice that there is actually a change of
dimension in the parameter space of h. Depending on the value of f˛kl g sampled in the MCMC algorithm, a number of elements of h will
each have a variance of zero, and their full conditional distributions will be point masses at zero. If we marginalize over h when updating
f˛kl g and use the conditional-simulation technique for sampling h mentioned earlier, we avoid having to use an explicit reversible-jump
MCMC; see the Appendix.

We recommend updating those parameters with analytically intractable conditional distributions (i.e., �ı , f˛kl g, and the parameters in
K0 and U ) using the adaptive Metropolis–Hastings algorithm of Haario et al. (2001); see the Appendix for details. The full conditional
distributions of fˇt g and �2

ı
are also given in the Appendix.

Let � be a vector containing all unknowns, �0WT , ıP1WT , �P , and �H . Samples from the posterior distribution of � given the data are

obtained as follows: We begin the MCMC sampler with some starting value � Œ0�, and then we obtain � Œl�, l D 1; 2; : : :, by updating each
component of � given the most recent value of all other components, as described in the Appendix. After a ‘burn-in’ of Lb iterations, the
algorithm should be sampling from the target (joint posterior) distribution. From a total number of La iterations, the first Lb are discarded,
and we consider the set f� ŒLbC1�; : : : ;�ŒLa�g to be a sample from the joint posterior distribution of all unknowns given the data.

To return to the issue of scalability of the algorithm for very large datasets, we note that the number of computations required at each itera-
tion of the MCMC is linear in each nt . However, each update ofH requires inversion of a sparse rT �rT matrix with at most rT .rCT �1/
nonzero elements (see the Appendix). This implies that if r and T are both very large, the algorithm can become fairly slow.

3. SIMULATION STUDY: FULLY BAYESIAN FIXED RANK SMOOTHING VERSUS
EXPECTATION-MAXIMIZATION FIXED RANK SMOOTHING
Instead of specifying prior distributions for all parameters in the model described in Section 2.1, we could pursue empirical-Bayesian
inference via fixed rank smoothing (FRS), as described in Cressie et al. (2010). To do this, we must first estimate the parameters, and
then we obtain the posterior distribution of YP

1WT
given the data, by assuming that all parameters are known and fixed at their estimated

values. We can estimate the parameters in the STRE model using maximum-likelihood estimation via the EM algorithm, which is shown
by Katzfuss and Cressie (2011) to be preferable to the binned-method-of-moments estimation of Cressie et al. (2010) when the data are
Gaussian. This EM-FRS procedure is therefore a natural candidate for comparison to the fully Bayesian inference (FB-FRS) proposed in
Section 2. In this section, we carry out a simulation study to assess parameter estimation, accuracy of predictions, and the accuracy of inferred
prediction uncertainties.

3.1. Simulation setup

The simulated data are meant to be a simplistic version of satellite data. The spatial domain is one-dimensional, Ds WD f1; : : : ; 256g, and
there are T D 16 time points. The ‘satellite’ has a repeat cycle of two time units. The two tracks of the satellite have a width of 64: For
t odd, the tracks are f1; : : : ; 64g and f129; : : : ; 192g; for t even, the tracks are f65; : : : ; 128g and f193; : : : ; 256g. To simulate non-retrievals
because of cloud cover and other problems, 50% of the values within each track at each time point are declared missing at random. This
results in nt D 64 observations at each time point.

The basis functions we use are bisquare functions,

fbi.s/ WD f1� .ks� ck=w/2g2I.ks� ck<w/ (15)

where c is the centre point, w > 0 is the specified range, and I.�/ is an indicator function. In this simulation study, we have r D 5 bisquare
basis functions from C D 2 resolutions, as depicted in Figure 2. The one basis function of the first resolution has a range of w D 144

and is centred at 128. The four basis functions of the second resolution have a range of w D 38 and are centred at 32.5, 96.5, 160.5, and
224.5, respectively.100
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Figure 2. The five basis functions (r D 5) of two resolutions (C D 2) used in the simulation study.
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Figure 3. One realization of the data (blue crosses) observed at the first four time points in the simulation study for SNR=2. Also shown are FRS predictions
using the true parameter values (light blue), FRS predictions using the EM parameter estimates (red), and Bayesian posterior means (green); dashed lines are

the respective 95% credible/prediction intervals. The true process values are shown in black.

With the exception of the ranges and centre points of the basis functions, this setup is exactly the same as the one used in the simulation
study given in Katzfuss and Cressie (2011). The parameters used in the simulation are also calibrated in the same way as in that article. The
true matrix parameters are calibrated to match as closely as possible (as measured by the Frobenius norm) a stationary exponential spatial
covariance of the form cov.�t .i/; �t .j // D exp.�ji � j j=25/ and a lag-1 temporal correlation of 0.8 (see Cressie et al., 2010, Sec. 3, for
more details). The fine-scale-variation proportion is set to 0.05 (where this calibration is based on �ı � 0), which results in �2

ı
D 0:0297,

held constant over time. The function vı .�/ D expfbı .�/
0�ıg is determined by two bisquare functions of range w D 96, centred at 64 and

192, and we set �ı D Œ�0:25; 0:25�
0. For the EM algorithm, �ı was estimated as described in Katzfuss and Cressie (2011, Sec. 3.4), but here

we consider it to be a fixed parameter (i.e., we do not assume a prior distribution for �ı in the EM algorithm).
The measurement-error variance is also constant over time. It is determined by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR; defined as in Section 3.1

of Cressie et al., 2010, a calibration that is based on �ı � 0), for which we have chosen two levels: SNR=2, resulting in �2� D 0:2968, and
SNR=5, resulting in �2� D 0:1187. The variance �2� is assumed known for both the FB-FRS and the EM-FRS procedures. Finally, a constant
mean of � D 5 is chosen (i.e., xt .s/ � 1 and ˇt � 5). An example of the data simulated from the STRE model (Section 2.1) is shown in
Figure 3. (We only show the first four time points; the setup for the remaining time points is analogous.)

3.2. Simulation results

Using this setup, we generate 1000 datasets for both levels of the SNR. For each dataset, we obtain posterior samples from our MCMC
algorithm, and we calculate the posterior means and the posterior 2.5-percentiles and 97.5-percentiles (based on the prior distributions given
in Sections 2.2, 2.3, and the Appendix). In addition, we obtain FRS predictions and standard errors based on EM parameter estimation and,
as a reference, we also obtain FRS predictions and prediction standard errors using the true parameters � . We use the true parameter values
to initialize the EM algorithm and to calibrate the priors for the FB procedure. We save both Bayesian posterior samples of all parameters
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and EM parameter estimates for each dataset. Figure 3 shows the predictions and credible/prediction intervals for all three procedures for
(the first four time points of) one simulated dataset, to illustrate inference on the process fYt .�/W t D 1; : : : ; T g.

We summarize the results in Table 1. Generally, all summaries of the results are computed over all 1000 simulated datasets. However, the
EM algorithm failed to converge for 17 of the datasets for SNR= 5 and for 39 of the datasets for SNR= 2 (see ‘Success rate’), and so, the
results from these datasets were excluded from the analysis. The first mean squared prediction error (MSPE) is taken over all 256 spatial
locations at all T=16 time points. The summaries denoted ‘on track’ and ‘off track’ are only taken over the spatial locations for each time
point that were considered on or off track, respectively, as described in the previous subsection. The interval score (IS) is defined as (Gneiting
and Raftery, 2007, Sec. 6.2),

IS˛.l; uIy/D .u� l/C 2f.l � y/CC .y � u/Cg=˛;

where l and u are, respectively, the lower and upper endpoints of a .1� ˛/ confidence interval (we use ˛ D 0:05), y is the true value, and
.x/C WD xI.x > 0/. This scoring rule combines the width of the confidence interval with a penalty for not containing the true value.

We can see from Table 1 that the posterior mean from our FB-FRS procedure is a considerably better predictor than that from the EM-FRS
procedure, both on and off track. At least for SNR=5, the MSPE of the FB-FRS posterior mean is fairly close to the MSPE of the FRS pro-
cedure using the true parameter values (i.e., ‘perfect’ parameter estimation). The difference between FB-FRS and EM-FRS is even greater
when we consider the prediction-uncertainty assessment. Possibly due to an overestimation of �2

ı
, the confidence intervals for EM-FRS are

too wide on track, but too narrow off track (see also Figure 3). The IS for FB-FRS is much closer to the IS for FRS using the true parameters
than it is to the IS for EM-FRS. From Table 2, the FB posterior means of the parameters also result in (mostly) smaller mean squared
estimation errors than the EM estimates.

Finally, we show the inference on the propagator matrix H in Figure 4 by taking elementwise medians of the estimates and posterior
summaries based on each of the 1000 simulated datasets for SNR=5. Clearly, the lack of regularization in the EM estimates leads to a
complete misestimation of the first row of the matrix H . Because the parameter estimates are simply plugged into the FRS equations, this
misestimation is not accounted for in the EM-FRS prediction uncertainties. Although it seems from the FB posterior mean of H that the
shrinkage induced by the prior might be too strong, we can see that the estimated posterior standard deviations actually reflect the magnitude

Table 1. For the simulation experiment, prediction results for FB-FRS, EM-FRS, and FRS using the true parameters

SNR = 5 SNR = 2

True 
 EM FB EM/FB True 
 EM FB EM/FB

Success rate — 0.983 1.000 — — 0.961 1.000 —
MSPE 0.115 0.198 0.146 1.361 0.140 0.239 0.195 1.229
MSPE - on track 0.034 0.045 0.036 1.239 0.044 0.060 0.049 1.228
MSPE - off track 0.196 0.352 0.255 1.379 0.237 0.418 0.340 1.229
IS - on track 0.862 1.145 0.913 1.254 0.975 1.400 1.092 1.282
IS - off track 2.011 3.920 2.360 1.661 2.256 5.011 2.769 1.810
CIW - on track 0.718 1.077 0.737 1.462 0.817 1.287 0.853 1.510
CIW - off track 1.704 1.550 1.956 0.793 1.856 1.616 2.281 0.709
CIC - on track (t=8, s=96) 0.908 0.990 0.949 — 0.958 0.990 0.958 —
CIC - off track (t=2,s=32) 0.949 0.745 0.949 — 0.927 0.708 0.938 —

FB, fully Bayesian; FRS, fixed rank smoothing; EM, expectation-maximization; SNR, signal-to-noise ratio; MSPE, (Empirical) mean squared prediction
error; IS, interval score; CIW, credible/prediction interval width (nominal 95% intervals); CIC, credible/prediction interval coverage (target is 95%).

Table 2. Mean squared estimation errors for the scalar parameters (Bayes estimates are posterior means)

SNR = 5 SNR = 2

EM FB EM/FB EM FB EM/FB

Success rate 0.983 1.000 — 0.961 1.000 —
�t 0.237 0.065 3.665 0.202 0.109 1.859
�2
ı
.�100/ 0.504 0.007 74.482 1.505 0.025 60.719

�ı;1 0.047 0.051 0.919 0.082 0.066 1.233
�ı;2 0.099 0.057 1.724 0.104 0.079 1.318

SNR, signal-to-noise ratio; EM, expectation-maximization; FB, fully Bayesian.
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Figure 4. Propagator matrices. The left-hand panel shows the true H . All values in the other panels are elementwise medians over the 1000 simulations
from the simulation study (SNR=5). Shown are the EM estimates, the posterior means, the posterior standard deviations, and the posterior probabilities of the

elements being zero. The black lines partitionH as in (9).
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Figure 5. Top row: trueH D 0:8Ir . Bottom row: trueH D PKdiag.:05; :08; :10; :94; :97/PK . Shown are the trueH (first column), and the element-
wise medians over the 1000 simulations from the two additional simulation studies (SNR=5): posterior means (middle column) and posterior standard

deviations (right column). The black lines partitionH as in (9).

of the true off-diagonal elements (left panel) quite well. The estimated probability of each element being equal to zero is also in agreement
with how close to zero the true values are.

To see how well a sparse H and a full H can be recovered by our model, we carried out two more simulations. The setup was kept the
same as before (with SNR=5), except that now, we specified the true H to be H D 0:8Ir and H D PKdiag.:05; :08; :10; :94; :97/PK ,
respectively, where PK is the eigenvector matrix of the true K (which was again calibrated against an exponential covariance model). The
results, shown in Figure 5, indicate that our model adapts well to very sparse or full propagator matrices.

‘

4. ANALYSIS OF GLOBAL CO2 DATA
This section contains an application of our proposed fully Bayesian STRE methodology to a very large real-world dataset of global CO2
measurements. We obtain the posterior distribution of all parameters and the spatio-temporal process of interest, and we compare results
with those from empirical-Bayesian STRE methodology based on the EM algorithm.

4.1. Spatio-temporal data: mid-tropospheric CO2 measurements from the Atmospheric InfraRed Sounder

The spatio-temporal dataset under consideration consists of 16 days of measurements of global mid-tropospheric CO2, which were recorded
by the Atmospheric InfraRed Sounder (AIRS) on board NASA’s Aqua satellite (Chahine et al., 2006). The dataset is available from
http://airs.jpl.nasa.gov/AIRS_CO2_Data/, and it is the same as the one analyzed in Katzfuss and Cressie (2011). Only CO2 measurements
between �60ı and 90ı latitude are available, because corresponding data at latitudes south of �60ı have not been released by AIRS yet.
The unit of measurement is parts per million (ppm). The measurements are taken at roughly 1:30 pm local time, and we considered here
those for 1 May through 16 May 2003, which from now on are referred to as days 1 through 16, respectively.

We have gridded the data onto a very fine grid, as in Katzfuss and Cressie (2011), which allows us to compare the results described in
that paper. However, we would like to emphasize that neither methodology requires gridded data. The hexagonal grid (ISEA Aperture 3
Hexagons at resolution 8) of size mt � 61; 236 was obtained using DGGRID software (Sahr, 2003). On each day, roughly 12 000, or 20%,
of the grid cells contained data; orbit geometry, cloud cover, and retrieval convergence criteria caused the remaining grid cells to contain
no data. If a particular grid cell contained more than one of the original measurements on a particular day, the data value at that grid cell
was taken to be the average of those measurements and the measurement-error covariance matrix was modified correspondingly, so that
v�;t .Si;t / D 1=Nt .Si;t /, where Nt .Si;t / is the number of measurements contained in grid cell Si;t at time t . For illustration, the gridded
data of day 1 are shown in the top panel of Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Gridded Atmospheric InfraRed Sounder measurements of mid-tropospheric CO2 on 1 May 2003, z1 (top); posterior means (middle) and posterior
standard deviations (bottom) of fY1.s/W s 2Dsg. Units are parts per million.

The measurement-error variances, f�2�;t g, are assumed known in our model (Section 2.1); in reality, these variances were estimated prior
to the actual analysis using the variogram-extrapolation technique described in Kang et al. (2009) and adapted by Katzfuss and Cressie
(2011). There, we obtained a pooled estimate, O�2� D 5:6062 ppm2, for all days t D 1; : : : ; 16.

The large-scale spatial trend was assumed to be determined by an intercept and a latitudinal gradient; that is, we set xt .�/ D Œ1 lat.�/�0,
independent of t .

Our model in Section 2.1 is described for measurements made at a point level, but here in Section 4, we take into account that our data
has areal support. This change-of-support problem can be handled quite easily in the STRE model, by replacing the quantities in (5)–(7) by
averages over the respective grid cells; more details can be found in Katzfuss and Cressie (2011).

For the basis functions, we used r D 380 bisquare functions defined by (15), from three resolutions. The set of functions was identical to
that used in Katzfuss and Cressie (2011); in Section 5.2 of that article, the reader can also find a brief discussion of how basis functions can
be chosen.

We need to ensure that the distance measure d in (11) is normalized so that maxfdij g D 1. Here, for our basis functions located on the
globe, we normalized the spherical distances between each pair of basis-function centres by dividing them by � �earth’s radius� � �6371 km,
which is the maximum great-arc distance that two points on the globe can be apart.

The as-of-yet unspecified values of the hyperparameters in the priors on fˇt g, �
2
ı

, �H ,K0, and U were calibrated using the EM estimates
of the respective parameters, as described in the Appendix.

4.2. Posterior results

We ran an MCMC for 20 000 iterations using MATLAB, where one iteration of the MCMC took about 30 seconds to compute on an eight-
core machine (Intel Xeon X5560, with 94.5 GB RAM). Thus, the 16 days worth of data can be processed in less than 1 week. Trace plots
showed that convergence to stationarity had been reached rather quickly, so that we considered the first 2000 iterations as burn-in. We com-
puted the posterior distribution of fYt .�/g at all t D 1; : : : ; 16 time points and all m D 61 236 hexagons. The posterior means and standard104
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Figure 7. Expectation-maximization estimate, and mean and standard deviation of the posterior distribution of H from the Atmospheric InfraRed Sounder
data. The black lines divideH as in (9).

deviations for t D 1 are shown in Figure 6. The posterior standard deviations are lowest at observed grid cells; they are highest around
Siberia and Southeast Asia, and around �60ı latitude, which is likely caused by the lack of data south of that latitude.

To evaluate the prediction performance of our FB-FRS procedure and that of the EM-FRS procedure, 500 grid cells containing observa-
tions at time point t D 10 were randomly selected into a test set, Stest WD fS1; : : : ; S500g. These data were unavailable for model fitting
and were used to measure out-of-sample-prediction accuracy. For EM-FRS, �ı was again considered a fixed parameter. As the true process
fYt .�/g is not known in this real-data example, we used the measurements fZt .S1/; : : : ; Zt .S500/g directly as a reference, and we eval-
uated our predictions using an average-squared-distance criterion, ASD WD

P500
iD1.

OY10.Si / � Z10.Si //
2=500. For EM-FRS, we obtained

ASDEM D 9:1992, and for FB-FRS, we obtained ASDFB D 9:1045when using posterior means as predictors for fY10.S1/; : : : ; Y10.S500/g.
Thus, the FB-FRS approach had a small advantage. As a baseline predictor, we simply calculated, for a 1ı � 1ı grid, the binned means of
the data from all 16 days, resulting in ASDBM D 12:0924.

Figure 7 shows the EM estimate and summaries of the posterior distribution of the propagator matrix H . The EM estimate of H exhibits
very little structure, other than a strong (positive) diagonal and two faint lines of negative elements, where each element corresponds to two
basis functions of two different resolutions that are close in space. The FB posterior mean of H is much more structured, and we can see
the sparsity induced by the prior distribution by examining the elements with zero standard deviation in the panel on the right. Notice that
the posterior standard deviations do not show symmetric behavior in H . The eigenvalues of the posterior mean are all smaller than one,
indicating a non-explosiveness of the process.

For model validation, we compared empirical root-semivariograms with posterior medians of theoretical root-semivariograms for several
spatio-temporal directions and for several reference locations. The two sets of root-semivariograms were reasonably close, but did not match
exactly. The discrepancy is likely due to shrinkage through the priors and because of the fact that K0, H , and U were held constant over
time and hence had to account for the spatial and temporal covariance structure on all days. We also divided the residuals of the test data by
the posterior standard errors of Z10.�/ at the corresponding locations. The posterior standard error of Z10.s/ is given by the square-root of
the sum of the posterior variance of Y10.s/ and the variance of the measurement error (�2� D 5:6062). The ratios roughly follow a normal
distribution, but the tails of the empirical distribution are slightly lighter than the standard normal tails. Thus, the uncertainty estimation of
our model seems to be somewhat conservative for the AIRS data.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have presented a fully Bayesian, hierarchical approach to spatio-temporal smoothing of very large datasets. By projecting
the spatio-temporal process of interest onto a low-dimensional space spanned by basis functions, the STRE model makes Bayesian model
fitting feasible, even when the number of observations is large. The temporal evolution of the process on the lower-dimensional space is gov-
erned by two covariance matrices and a propagator matrix. Apart from positive definiteness of the covariance matrices, we do not require any
restrictions (e.g., diagonal matrices) on these potentially large matrix parameters, but instead we specify prior distributions to achieve regu-
larization and identifiability. In the Appendix, we give detailed instructions for posterior inference, and we provide computational speedups
to achieve feasible computation times.

Another key ingredient of our approach is that we do not ignore the error introduced by the dimension reduction. Instead, we attempt to
separate the discrepancy between observations and the reduced-dimensional process into two types of error, one caused by the measurement
process, and one caused by the dimension reduction. Estimating the spatial heterogeneity of the variance of the fine-scale variation is impor-
tant, as can be seen from the example using AIRS mid-tropospheric CO2 in Section 4. From Figure 6, there is an indication that there are
different degrees of smoothness in different parts of the globe; see, in particular, the heterogeneity of variances in the bottom panel. As the
basis-function space is limited in the amount of roughness it can exhibit, the variation in the excess roughness should be reflected in spatially
heterogeneous fine-scale variation over the globe.

In the two comparisons of the fully Bayesian FB-FRS procedure to the empirical-Bayes EM-FRS procedure presented in Sections 3 and 4,
FB-FRS results in better predictions than EM-FRS, particularly in the simulation experiment where the true process was available for com-
parison. The true worth of FB-FRS is apparent from its more accurate assessment of prediction uncertainty in the simulation. Here, FB-FRS
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outperforms EM-FRS by up to 80% (in terms of the interval score; see Table 1). In Section 4, we expect that the relative prediction accuracy
of FB-FRS would be even larger if the test set consisted of a contiguous region of the globe, so that there would be no data nearby.

Our current prior on H (Section 2.3) allows for sparsity and shrinkage on each element hij as a function of the distance of the two basis
functions i and j , but it assumes prior independence conditional on the parameters in �H . Although inference as described in the Appendix
should work even when the prior on H specifies conditional dependence (within rows of H ), we encountered difficulties with our MCMC
in that case.

It would be of interest to generalize further the joint-distributional assumptions on the fine-scale variation. In this article, we have assumed
spatial independence and allowed the variance to vary spatially, but we could also allow for short-range spatial dependence. One would need
to balance the requirement of rapid inversion of the data’s covariance matrix (e.g., by using a strong taper) with a realistic covariance
structure. Assuming spatial independence, the maps of predictions and standard errors look ‘spiky’ in locations where data were observed;
short-range dependence would mitigate against this. Katzfuss (2011, Chap. 4) explores some of these suggestions.

Future work could also include further optimization of the computer code. The current code already exploits some computational speed-
ups (as described in the Appendix), and parallelization is employed where possible to allow for efficient use of a multi-core computer.
However, faster computation might be achieved by implementing the MCMC in a compiled language such as C++, instead of MATLAB.

Finally, an elegant solution to spatio-temporal filtering would be of interest; we have presented spatio-temporal smoothing here. If param-
eters are fixed across time (as they are in this article), their posterior distributions need to be updated when a new set of data becomes
available. This can quickly become infeasible as one goes forward in time. Letting parameters such as Ht and Ut vary with t might provide
a solution.
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